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Abstract 

At present, the recycling of renewable resources has become a global trend. The 
economic development model of continuous recycling of materials meets China’s 
sustainable development strategy. The main indicator is that resources can be recycled 
and maintained a good ecological environment. Good garbage classification is to ensure 
resource recovery. An important prerequisite for efficiency. This paper designs a 
computer vision intelligent waste bottle classification system to meet the needs of 
lightweight, low-cost, cost-effective, smooth running, and wide-ranging deployment on 
the hardware device; on the software system, a user-oriented mobile end user APP is 
developed. In addition, the recognition algorithm of this system has designed a variety 
of recognition modes, combined with neural network recognition, to improve the 
efficiency and accuracy of recognition. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid growth of the world’s population and the rapid development of the global economy, 

the limitation of resources has become an important factor restricting the survival and development 

of mankind, and good garbage classification is an important prerequisite for resource recovery. At 

present, there are few related researches on the waste bottle classification system. Its applications are 

mainly divided into traditional trash cans and smart trash cans. In the early stage, traditional trash 

cans simply display two or more buckets and mark recyclable and non-recyclable, etc., mainly relying 

on In the later stage, manual collection and classification can achieve higher accuracy, but there are 

problems such as low classification efficiency, long classification cycle, cumbersome manual 

sampling and high labor intensity. The smart trash can binds the trash to the relevant responsible 

persons through technologies such as automatic weighing, voice recognition, and mobile code 

scanning, and improves the efficiency of trash classification by supervising users in the early stage. 

However, there are many types of sensors and they are expensive. And have high technical 

requirements for operation, operation and maintenance personnel. 

This paper mainly proposes an intelligent waste bottle classification system based on computer vision. 

Use camera modules instead of expensive sensors, use Raspberry Pi, Arduino development board and 

Android Things operating system to achieve overall system process control to ensure efficient, 

smooth and stable system operation. And by designing accurate and efficient recognition algorithms 

to improve recognition efficiency, accuracy and the diversity of recognition modes. 
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2. System overview 

2.1 System Introduction 

This system is an intelligent waste bottle classification system used in crowded places such as 

shopping malls, schools, squares, public transportation stations, etc. It is divided into three parts: 

hardware device, software system, and recognition algorithm. It automatically recognizes users 

through technologies such as sensing and image recognition. The type of waste bottle input (plastic, 

iron, aluminum, glass), and the corresponding points will be returned on the spot. 

The hardware modules of this system combined with Raspberry Pi, development board and Android 

Things operating system make the system more abundant and more efficient. The mobile APP adopts 

Android development technology, which has a wide range of applications and is convenient to use. 

The beautiful interface and rich functions make users more willing to participate in resource recovery. 

The Web-side background management system uses the current mainstream SSM framework to 

achieve a stable, safe, and feature-rich management system. The recognition algorithm combines 

barcode recognition technology and neural network recognition technology to improve the accuracy 

and efficiency of recognition. 

2.2 Analysis of system requirements 

The main requirements of the system hardware modules are as follows: 

1) Design a simple and efficient mechanical structure: On the basis of meeting the hardware 

functional requirements of the system, by designing clever mechanical structures to minimize the 

number of sensor modules and reduce hardware costs. 

2) Provide hardware support required by the system: select a reasonable sensor module to ensure the 

normal operation of the system hardware functions. 

3) Ensure the smooth and efficient operation of the entire system: select the appropriate central 

processing module development board and hardware device operating system, coordinate the work 

between the sensor modules, and control the operating process of the system. 

4) Fast and stable communication with cloud server: The hardware device needs to have the function 

of receiving and sending information from the cloud server. 

The main requirements of the system software system are as follows:  

Cloud server function design: The system cloud server needs to ensure normal communication with 

the system components, Process requests sent by various components of the system. 

Concise and reasonable database table design: design the attributes of each table, and handle the 

relationship between each table.  

Functionally-rich mobile terminal user APP design: Provide users with three functional modules: 

registration and login, point redemption, and complaint application. 

The main requirements of the system identification algorithm are as follows: 

1) Determine reasonable waste bottle classification results: Combine common types of waste bottles 

and important types of recyclable renewable resources to classify waste bottles (plastic, iron, 

aluminum, glass). 

2) Design diversified recognition modes (barcode recognition and neural network recognition). 

3) Design a neural network recognition algorithm with high accuracy: including the collection and 

preprocessing of the waste bottle image, the selection, training and testing of the neural network 

model. 

2.3 System design 

Android Things is an IoT operating system launched by Google in recent years. Allow developers to 

use Android development tools to develop embedded devices. The launch of Android Things 

eliminates the various drawbacks of using the Android Phone/Tablet system in smart devices (usually 
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a lot of NDK-developed interfaces need to be embedded, and many functions need to be rooted and 

implemented through Linux commands) and provide a more unified interface. Android developers 

can also use their familiar development tools to develop smart hardware. Android Things extends the 

core Android Framework and provides additional APIs through the Things Support Library, allowing 

developers to integrate hardware that is not normally found in mobile devices such as mobile phones. 

The platform architecture of Android Things is shown in the figure. 

 

 

Figure 1. Platform architecture diagram of Android Things 

 

3. System hardware design 

3.1 Hardware device smart trash can design 

The hardware device uses embedded open source hardware Raspberry Pi and Arduino as the 

development board, and uses the Internet of Things terminal operating system Android Things 

launched by Google as the operating system. The sensor modules used mainly include Raspberry Pi 

Camera Module V2 camera module, 5inch standard display module, SG90 servo module and 

WS2812b light strip module, etc. The main functions are: coordinating the work between various 

sensor modules, providing hardware support for the system; controlling the operation of the entire 

system, coordinating the work and interaction of system hardware devices, software systems, and 

recognition algorithms. 

 

Figure 2. Hardware device smart trash can structure diagram 
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4. System software system design 

4.1 Cloud server demand analysis 

The function of the cloud server mainly meets two requirements: 

(1) Efficient and stable information interaction with the mobile terminal user APP in the software 

system and the central processing module in the hardware device. 

(2) Design reasonable request processing logic, coordinate the work between the components of the 

system, ensure the correct delivery of the waste bottle, and ensure the smooth operation of the system. 

4.2 Software system database design 

The database of this system chooses to use a relational database. The relational database stores data 

in different tables instead of putting all the data in a large warehouse, which increases speed and 

flexibility. MySQL is one of the most popular relational database management systems at present. It 

has the advantages of adopting standardized SQL language, small size, fast speed, low cost, and open 

source. It is the primary choice for the development of general small and medium-sized websites. 

4.3 Database table structure 

Therefore, the system database can be divided into 7 tables: user table User, merchant table Trader, 

product table Product, machine table Machine, complaint record table ComplaintRecord, delivery 

record table DeliveryRecord, purchase record table BuyRecord. 

 

 

Figure 3. System database table relationship effect diagram 

 

4.4 Software system mobile end user APP design 

4.4.1 Analysis of app requirements for mobile users 

In terms of functions, the mobile user APP needs to meet three major requirements: registration and 

login, point redemption, and complaint application. 

(1) Registration and login: Provide user group book and login function. 

(2) Points redemption: includes four functions: check points, browse product information, purchase 

products, and view purchase records. 

(3) Complaint application: including viewing complaint records, adding complaint information, and 

canceling complaints. 

4.4.2 Mobile terminal user APP workflow 

The mobile terminal user APP workflow can be roughly divided into the following three steps: 

(1) The user logs in to the APP after logging in or registering. After logging in, the system displays 

the main interface. 
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(2) On the main interface, users can view their points and browse products. On the main interface, 

users have three choices: click on the picture of the favorite product to jump to the product details 

page; click on the complaint application button to jump to the complaint application page; click on 

the shopping record Button to jump to the shopping record page. 

(3) On the product details page, users can browse the detailed information of their favorite products, 

and click the purchase button at the bottom to purchase the favorite products; on the shopping record 

page, users can browse their shopping history; on the complaint application page, users can view 

themselves For the complaint record, click the complaint record under processing to cancel the 

complaint or click the Apply Complaint button in the lower right corner to add new complaint 

information. 

5. System recognition algorithm design 

5.1 TensorFlow deep learning framework 

TensorFlow is an open source software library that uses data flow graphs for numerical calculations. 

It is based on Google. 

The second-generation artificial intelligence learning system developed by DistBelief. Tensor (tensor) 

means N-dimensional array, Flow (flow) means calculation based on data flow graph, TensorFlow is 

the calculation process of tensor flowing from one end of the flow graph to the other end. TensorFlow 

transfers complex data structures to artificial intelligence neural networks for analysis and processing. 

5.2 Convolutional Neural Network 

The structure of the neural network will have a huge impact on the accuracy of the neural network, 

and the convolutional neural network is a commonly used neural network structure. Convolutional 

neural networks are widely used, in natural language processing, medical discovery, disaster climate 

discovery and even Go artificial intelligence programs. 

Convolutional neural networks can reduce the number of parameters in neural networks. Too many 

parameters can easily lead to overfitting problems. In recent years, the performance of models using 

convolutional neural network technology on various data sets has a higher recognition rate than other 

machine learning algorithms. 

5.3 Recognition Algorithm: Neural Network Recognition 

5.3.1 Image collection of waste bottles 

At present, open source image databases such as ImageNet do not have a large number of pictures of 

waste bottles, so the image collection of waste bottles in this system is carried out independently. 

5.3.2 Image preprocessing of waste bottle 

In order to reduce the impact of the spatial location of the waste bottle and the image color information 

(brightness, contrast, saturation, hue) on the classification results, and to increase the number of waste 

bottle images, the system randomly flips the collected waste bottle images Interference with color 

information. 

 

Figure 4. Model structure diagram of LeNet-5 
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5.3.3 LeNet-5 and InceptionV3 network models 

The LeNet-5 model was proposed by Professor Yann LeCun in 1998. It is the first convolutional 

neural network successfully applied to digital recognition problems. On the MNIST data set, the 

LeNet-5 model can achieve an accuracy of about 99.2%. 

 

 

Figure 5. Hierarchy diagram of InceptionV3 

6. Conclusion 

This paper designs a computer vision intelligent waste bottle classification system to meet the needs 

of lightweight, low-cost, cost-effective, smooth running, and wide-ranging deployment on the 

hardware device; on the software system, a user-oriented mobile end user APP is developed. In 

addition, the recognition algorithm of this system has designed a variety of recognition modes, 

combined with neural network recognition, to improve the efficiency and accuracy of recognition. 
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